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President | Old and New

COMMITMENT TO CONNECTIONS

Jay Ponazecki

I

t was wonderful seeing so many of you at the Tokyo, Kansai
and Chubu shinnenkais.
As I mentioned in my remarks, two words come to mind
as representing the two “Cs” in ACCJ: a commitment
to enhancing connections between our countries, our
businesses and one another. All of you impress and inspire
me daily with that commitment to fostering strong, deep and
enduring connections.
The ACCJ is a member-driven organization, and your
commitment to supporting the Chamber and to connecting with
other members is essential to the long-term sustainability of the
organization. This month I would like to celebrate some of the
longest-standing commitments and newest connections within
the Chamber.
The Chamber’s longest-standing company member is Citigroup.
The First National City Bank (which is now known as Citibank)
has been a member of the ACCJ since 1948 and the bank’s
representatives attended the ACCJ’s first meeting the same year.
The Chamber’s longest-standing individual member is David
Wouters, President of InterSearch Japan. David joined the ACCJ
in 1971 and has served in many leadership roles over the years. He
is currently a Vice-Chair of the Membership Relations Committee
and the Tokyo 2020 Olympics Task Force.
The Chamber’s newest company member is McDonald’s Japan,
and last month 34 new individual members joined the Chamber.
When you attend an ACCJ event and see “New Member” on a
person’s nametag, that means he or she joined the Chamber within
the last three months. Please join me in extending a warm ACCJ
welcome whenever you meet a new member.
There is an upcoming opportunity for you to connect with your
peers in the Asia–Pacific Region. The 2015 Summit of the Asia–
Pacific Council of American Chambers of Commerce (APCAC)
will be held March 11–13 at the Singapore Marina Bay Sands Expo
and Convention Centre. This year’s theme is “The United States
and Asia – New Opportunities in the Pacific Century.” There is a
reduced registration fee for those who register by February. For
more information, please see http://apcac2015.amcham.org.sg.

Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) in the News
This year the ACCJ will continue to voice its strong support

jponazecki@accj.or.jp

for a high-standard 21st-century TPP agreement that covers
all elements of trade and investment.
Many signs from various corners point to an agreement
emerging in the near future, perhaps as early as March. Last
month, U.S. Senate Majority Whip John Cornyn (R-TX) told
Reuters, “On the Trans-Pacific Partnership, the U.S. Trade
Representative has been calling a number of us and saying that
he thinks we are sort of on a two-month trajectory to getting
something he’d like us to take up in Congress.”
I welcome this positive news and look forward to working
with others throughout the Chamber as we enter a new phase
of engagement once the negotiations are concluded. It will be
important for the Chamber and other business organizations
to convey to key legislators on both sides of the Pacific the
importance of ratifying the agreement, so that consumers,
businesses and others in both countries and all the TPPparticipating nations can enjoy the benefits of this historic
trade-liberalizing agreement. This likely will be one of the
key themes that we bring to Washington during this year’s
DC Doorknock.

Board Planning Sessions
At the beginning of each year, the Board of Governors conducts
one or more planning sessions to set the high-level agenda and
goals for the year. As part of that process, I asked each member
of the Board to consider the following questions:
1. What opportunities for growth do you think the Chamber
is facing now and in the next three to five years? In what new
directions would you like the Chamber to head in the short and
medium term?
2. What would you like to see the Chamber improve or
change in the short and medium term?
I welcome your feedback in response to these important
questions as well. Laura Younger and I always welcome your
feedback, recommendations and other ideas for the Chamber.
If it is easier for you, please share your ideas using the ACCJ
member idea/suggestion box (ideabox@accj.or.jp). •
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Editor | New Energy

AUSPICIOUS
START

Brandi Goode
brandi@custom-media.com

P

erhaps, like me, you’re
marveling at how fast the
first month of 2015 has gone.
Resolutions—didn’t have
time to make them; diet—
too many leftover holiday sweets
to start one; reflection—present
obligations overshadowed any
looking back. However, I choose to
follow the Chinese zodiac calendar
this year, which starts on February
19 . . . also the day after Lent begins
for many Christians.
In the Lenten spirit of giving up
things, and in step with the theme
of New Year rejuvenation, American
Chamber of Commerce in Japan
(ACCJ) Executive Director Laura

Younger (see page 50) has elected
to relinquish the monthly leaders
column, instead offering the space
to other ACCJ voices. Anyone
interested in writing should
contact me.
This isn’t the only change for
this year’s ACCJ Journal, however.
Beginning in March, the magazine
will have a new look and fresh
content, with more pages dedicated
to business insight from journalists
and thought leaders. Stay tuned
for more.

Beginning
in March,
the
magazine
will have a
new look
and fresh
content.

Sparkling people and cities
Our February issue shines a
spotlight on Japan’s two largest cities,
Tokyo and Yokohama; although, if
we’re getting technical, Tokyo is not
actually a shi (city)—like Shinjuku—
but, rather, a to (metropolis). Under
this classification, Yokohama is the
country’s largest city, and certainly
one of its most ambitious. This
month’s cover story (see page 12)
profiles mayor Fumiko Hayashi, a
sharp-witted visionary with an
impressive business background.
Before turning her talents to
municipal government, Hayashi was
at the helm of several multinational
companies’ Japan operations,
including BMW and Volkswagen.
Her dedication to women’s
advancement and support for

foreign business have earned her the
distinguished ACCJ Person of the
Year Award for 2014.
According to a recent report
(see page 20), Tokyo ranks first
in the Asia–Pacific region for soft
power, or its ability to attract and
influence through non-forceful
means. As the competition for
globally minded talent heats up,
people’s perception of cities as
desirable (or not) places to live and
work will heavily determine which
metropolis takes the lion’s share of
human and economic capital. In
particular, the study underscores
the importance of the “creative class,”
individuals who largely contribute to
innovation. Soft-power drivers will
also be a factor in attracting foreign
direct investment, a topic that is
taken up in our article on last year’s
Invest Tokyo Seminar (see page 22).

Getting smarter
Finally, according to the predictions
of acclaimed geomancer Paul Ng,
the Year of the Wooden Sheep
should be especially auspicious for
industries such as real estate, food,
automobiles, mining, banking,
and electronics. This is good news
for energy companies, which are
increasingly capitalizing on the
opportunities presented by smart
technology (see pages 25 and 40). •
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Cover Story | Yokohama Mayor

WOMAN TO WATCH:

FUMIKO HAYASHI
ACCJ 2014 Person of the Year
By Elizabeth Handover
Portrait photos by Alfie Goodrich

A

fter a celebrated career
in the private sector,
it would have been
no surprise if Fumiko
Hayashi had chosen to
rest on her laurels. As president
of BMW Tokyo Corp., chairperson
and CEO of The Daiei, Inc., and
operating officer of Nissan Motor
Co. Ltd., she was selected by Forbes
in 2005 as one of “The World’s
100 Most Powerful Women.” She
had surely reached the pinnacle
of success.
Yet, in 2009, Hayashi took on the
even greater challenge of becoming
mayor of Yokohama, a city with
a population of 3.71 million.
The breadth and depth of Mayor
Hayashi’s vision for Yokohama,
as well as the extensive range of
initiatives that are constantly being
carried out, are astounding.
The American Chamber of
Commerce in Japan (ACCJ)

recognizes the mayor’s tireless
dedication to, and actions
promoting, women’s advancement,
the improvement of US–Japan
ties, and support for the growth
of foreign business. It has selected
Mayor Hayashi as the 2014
recipient of the ACCJ Person
of the Year Award.
The ACCJ launched the annual
award in 1996 to recognize
individuals who have made a major
contribution to business, commerce,
and the US–Japan relationship.
The 2013 recipient was Fujio Cho,
honorary chairman of Toyota
Motor Corp.
Yokohama’s history is
distinctively connected to Japan’s
opening to the West. Formerly a
sleepy and relatively isolated fishing
village, Yokohama was selected by
the Tokugawa Shogunate in 1859
to be the chief port of entry for
foreign trade.

Hayashi was
selected
by Forbes
in 2005
as one of
“The World’s
100 Most
Powerful
Women.”

ITU World Triathlon Yokohama and Yokohama ITU World Paratriathlon Event

©SHUGO TAKEMI

Elizabeth Handover
is co-chair of the
ACCJ Women in
Business Committee
and president of
Intrapersona K.K.,
Lumina Learning
Asia Partner.
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The city experienced ups and
downs throughout the 20th
century, including destruction by
the 1923 Great Kanto Earthquake
and World War II bombings,
followed by chaotic development,
overcrowding and, starting in the
1950s, pollution.
However, the 1980s marked the
start of a lasting turnaround. Several
huge urban redevelopment projects
were undertaken, including the
relocation of industrial shipyards
away from the city center and the
construction of the extensive ocean
side district of Minato Mirai 21,
deemed the “future port city of
the 21st century.”
Yokohama recognized the
value of its history and invested
in renovating important Meiji
era buildings, such as the Red
Brick Warehouses, which have
become a major city attraction.
Aesthetically pleasing residential
areas surrounded by greenery were
created with convenient access
to transportation, while farms
and parks have been preserved
as an essential part of the city
environment. The educational
diversity offered by 10 international
schools in and around the city also
helps attract foreign residents.

Urban renaissance
Today, the City of Yokohama is
enjoying a renaissance under
Mayor Hayashi’s leadership.
“Through the collective power
and wisdom of many, I want
to make this city a place where
everyone who lives, works, and

FEBRUARY 2015 • ACCJ JOURNAL | 13
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Yokohama was designated as the chief port of entry for foreign trade in 1859.

studies here can shine, where people say,
‘I’m glad I’m here.’ I want to rely on
everyone’s strengths—seniors, women, and
youth, which are the key to our future—
and connect them all with the vitality of
society as a whole,” Hayashi said.
With her expertise in the private sector,
Mayor Hayashi knew that attracting new
industries to Yokohama was essential to
revitalizing the city’s international business
environment. She has worked tirelessly to
market Yokohama as a premium business
center. “When I go abroad for a conference
or when foreign business executives come
to Japan, I am the [city’s] top salesperson.
I visit them myself to invite their business
to Yokohama or to brief them on the city,”
she said.
Hayashi has also substantially changed
the overall philosophy of the Yokohama
government.
“A sense of sales was not in the culture
of the city government, but my persistent
encouragement has been changing each
officer into a salesperson.
Information should
be sent out
not only
TO
KA

N

KE

©

Yanagi Miwa’s mobile
stage truck for the play
Nichiren No Tsubasa
(The Wing of the Sun),
Yokohama Triennale 2014

from the PR department, but from each
one of us, for every project.”
Another successful marketing strategy
has been offering foreign companies a wide
range of support and subsidies. With office
rents priced at about 60 percent of the
average rate for Tokyo office space, as well
as a convenient multifunctional convention
complex, Yokohama has attracted leading
firms such as Nissan Motor Corp.,
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd., Fuji
Xerox Co., Ltd., Accenture plc, and Lenovo
Group Ltd. This spring, Apple Inc. will be
the latest high-profile corporation moving
into the city, with its planned Technical
Development Center.
In 2014, Yokohama’s investment in
sustainable urban development earned it
a special mention by the prestigious Lee
Kuan Yew World City Prize, which honors
cities and their leaders for outstanding
urban development achievements. Through
an international development partnership
program, called Y-Port, Yokohama now
works hand in hand with the private sector
to support sustainable urban growth in
developing countries.

Creative focus
One major initiative close to the mayor’s
heart is making Yokohama into a creative
city. “People need opportunities to
experience emotional excitement and
enrichment through the arts,” she said.
“After taking office, I separated the
Cultural Tourism section from the

Economic Affairs Bureau, and appointed a
female director. I am confident that culture
and the arts are extremely important policy
areas to enhance our presence in Japan
and abroad.
“In 2014, we received praise for our
Yokohama Triennale exhibition of
contemporary art and for being selected
as Japan’s first Culture City of East Asia, a
designation awarded at the Japan-ChinaKorea Cultural Ministers Meeting to
promote the sharing of diverse regional
cultures through intercity exchanges. The
city’s art and cultural initiatives brought
a total of 800,000 visitors to Yokohama
last year.
“This year, we will stage a dance festival
called Dance Dance Dance @ YOKOHAMA
2015. The richness of heart that culture
and art bring is the legacy that I would
like to leave the citizens of Yokohama,”
Hayashi added.
“Richness of heart” is an apt description
of Mayor Hayashi’s contribution to any
project in which she is involved. Even
after the first meeting, her conviction
is clear: people matter most. Hayashi
constantly upholds this value by listening to,
respecting, praising, and encouraging her
colleagues and everyone around her.
When asked about her people skills,
she only laughs and says, “Well, women
are naturally better at this than men, don’t
you think?”

Hopes for the future
“2020 is the year of the Tokyo Olympics and
Paralympics. I am investing great energy in
preparing to welcome guests from all over
the world with our traditional omotenashi
hospitality, and to introduce them to the
many charms of Yokohama,” Hayashi said.
FEBRUARY 2015 • ACCJ JOURNAL | 15

We have clearly stated that
we aim to reach the national
target of 30 percent women
managers in the city office
by 2020.

In addition to her dedication to
sales, people skills, and Japanese
hospitality, the mayor is passionate about
women’s empowerment.
Progress toward reaching her goal
of creating “the most supportive and
motivating city for working women in
Japan” is well under way. By April 2013,
she had already accomplished her goal
of eliminating waiting lists for nursery
schools. But, as she said, “This only served
as a way station on our journey to defeat
every barrier to women’s full participation
in society.”
“We have clearly stated that we aim to
reach the national target of 30 percent
women managers in the city office by 2020.
Before I assumed my current duties, the rate
was only 8.3 percent. At the beginning of
2014 it was 11.6 percent. Reaching our goal
of 30 percent by 2020 will be challenging,
but I believe it is very important for
the local government to provide public

services that incorporate women’s ideas,
perspectives, and innovation.
“Women’s social advancement cannot
happen without eliminating the excessive
working hours [prevalent in Japan] and
changing our work habits. Workplaces
where long hours are normal and managers
do not model inclusive management
behaviors are not sustainable. Private
companies and local governments should
work seriously to provide both men and
women with leave for childcare and nursing
care, so that men can also share in the
responsibility of family life.
“Yokohama has started giving subsidies
to companies that introduce systems to
support the continued employment of
women and promote work–life balance.
We give the Yokohama Good Balance
Award to companies that create an
environment in which both men and
women can comfortably work and raise
children together.

“Now that the Japanese government
has become serious about supporting
the advancement of women, we should
speed up efforts to raise awareness and
change the mindset in every sphere of
life, including education and human
resource development.
“We are committed to innovative
changes. We are determined to carry out a
series of concrete and effective measures, to
gather and analyze the results, and then to
use these results to become a driving force
of growth and development for women.”
Prime Minister Shinzo Abe has
dubbed Mayor Hayashi’s pioneering
work on childcare the “Yokohama method,”
calling it the model to be replicated
across Japan.
Mayor Hayashi, we salute your
trailblazing achievements and wish
you and the City of Yokohama many
more innovative successes in the
years ahead. •

ACCJ PERSONS OF THE YEAR
2013

Fujio Cho, Honorary Chairman of Toyota Motor Corporation

2004

Howard H. Baker Jr., 26th US Ambassador to Japan

2012

John V. Roos, 28th US Ambassador to Japan
Susan H. Roos, Labor Attorney and wife of Amb. John V. Roos

2003

Yuzaburo Mogi, President & CEO, Kikkoman Corporation

2011

Hiroshi Mikitani, CEO of Rakuten, Inc.

2002

Masamoto Yashiro, Chairman & CEO, Shinsei Bank, Limited

2010

Dr. Kiyoshi Kurokawa, Professor at the National Graduate
Institute for Policy Studies, and Chairman of the Health
Policy Institute, Japan

2001

Yoshihiko Miyauchi, Chairman, Orix Corporation;
Vice Chairman, Keizai Doyukai; Chair, Council for
Regulatory Reform

2009

Tadashi Yamamoto, President, Japan Center for
International Exchange

2000

Thomas S. Foley, 25th US Ambassador to Japan

2008

J. Thomas Schieffer, 27th US Ambassador to Japan

1999

Dr. Kazuo Inamori, Founder and Chairman emeritus
of DDI Corporation and Kyocera Corporation

2007

Prof. Heizo Takenaka, Director of Keio University’s Global
Security Research Institute

1998

Hideo Ishihara, Chairman, Goldman Sachs Japan

2006

Hiroshi Okuda, Senior Advisor and Member of the Board,
Toyota Motor Corporation

1997

Yotaro Kobayashi, Chairman and CEO, Fuji Xerox
Company, Ltd.

2005

Taizo Nishimuro, Chairman & CEO, Tokyo Stock Exchange;
Advisor to the Board, Toshiba Corporation

1996

Walter Mondale, 24th US Ambassador to Japan
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Press | US–Japan News

Japan Expats at Record High
The number of Japanese living
abroad was at its highest in 2013
(Nippon.com, December 22).
According to the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, there were some
1.3 million Japanese living abroad
as of October 2013, the highest
figure since records began in 1968.
The number of Japanese children
enrolled in schools in other Asian
countries has risen significantly;

since the last survey in 2003, the
figure has soared nearly 70 percent.
While figures in Europe
dropped, those in North America
fluctuated greatly, eventually
settling just below the Asian
totals. One executive noted,
“The upsurge may be connected
with moves among Japanese
companies to reassess the North
American market.”

Haneda Slots Coveted

Hybrid M&A Outfit
Again Ranked No. 1
A Japanese–US merger and acquisition (M&A) adviser
has scored the top spot in the 2014 rankings for Japanrelated M&As for the second year running (Nasdaq.com,
December 28).
Mitsubishi UFJ Morgan Stanley Securities
was ranked first by the data-tracking firm Dealogic.
It advised on deals worth $41 billion in 2014,
beating Goldman Sachs Group Inc. and Nomura
Holdings Inc.
The winning firm represents an unusual blend of
two financial institutions—one based in Tokyo, one
in New York. The venture’s biggest deal last year was
Suntory Holdings Ltd.’s acquisition of Beam Inc. for
$16 billion. The deal highlights the main advantage of
the Mitsubishi–Morgan Stanley tie-up: knowledge of the
US market combined with the ability to procure a lot of
cash, quickly.

©TIAT

Class Offered to
Help Navigate
Japanese Market
US airlines are currently allowed four daily flights to Haneda.

Two airlines have put in a bid for landing rights at Tokyo International
Airport Haneda, as the U.S. Department of Transportation completes a
review of the slot occupied by Delta Air Lines Inc. (Japan Today, January 8).
American Airlines and Hawaiian Airlines claim Delta hasn’t been making
full use of the slot since last fall, when it reduced the number of flights between
Seattle and Haneda. Asking for the review to be dropped, Delta has said the
airline plans to resume a full schedule from its hub in Seattle in March.
US airlines are currently allowed four daily flights to Haneda, and the route
has long been monopolized by Delta and United.

A US university has designed a course to help
professionals manage business relations with Japanese
entities (wncn.com, January 4).
The North Carolina Japan Center, located at the
state’s main university, is offering the 10-week course
to improve ties with Japanese businesses. Feedback
had been received from various US enterprises on the
difficulty of entering the Japanese market. The new
course provides explanations for this and suggestions
on how US companies might succeed in the world’s
third-largest market.
It will be taught by an executive who worked in
Japanese corporations for over a decade.

The Japan National Tourism Organization
(JNTO) plans to promote the Hokkaido
Shinkansen in the United States (The
Japan Times, January 3).
The new high-speed train will debut
in spring 2016, initially linking ShinAomori Station in Aomori Prefecture
and Shin-Hakodate-Hokuto Station in
Hokkaido via the Seikan Tunnel. The
18 | ACCJ JOURNAL • FEBRUARY 2015

line will link with the Tohoku Shinkansen
line connecting Shin-Aomori and Tokyo
stations. The new service will allow
passengers to travel from Tokyo to
Hokkaido in about four hours.
Americans who have visited Hokkaido
will speak at a series of seminars. The
JNTO also intends to map out sightseeing
routes that include the Tohoku region.

HOKKAIDO

Tokyo to Hokkaido in Four Hours

The line’s Gran Class includes a gourmet bento boxed
meal and other premium amenities.

Press | US–Japan News

Yankees Raise Funds for Kids
Former New York Yankees
teammates Hideki Matsui
and Derek Jeter will co-host
a baseball charity event at
Tokyo Dome on March 21
(U.S. News & World Report,
December 17).
The fundraiser, to support
children affected by the Great
East Japan Earthquake and
Tsunami, will feature more than

KEITH ALLISON

Derek Jeter played
for the Yankees for
20 years.

From Man to Machine
Self-checkout, a concept launched in the
United States, is taking hold in Japan
(Wall Street Journal, January 1).
Aeon Co. has installed some 3,000
automatic checkers in stores nationwide.
The investment is intended as a laborsaving device, in response to a shortage
of workers in certain economic sectors.
One Aeon manager said the machines suit

Japanese consumers, who often shop daily
and buy in small quantities, making selfcheckout an easy choice.
The United States still has 10 times as
many self-checkers as Japan, but growth
here is faster; the number grew 139 percent
between 2009 and 2013, compared with
a 28 percent increase in the United States
over the same period.

Beer Brand Busted
Anheuser-Busch InBev, which owns the
Kirin brand in the United States, is offering
refunds for suggesting the Japanese beer
was imported (Time, January 9).
The company recently settled a classaction lawsuit alleging “the packaging,
marketing and advertising of Kirin beer
is designed to deceive consumers into

believing they are purchasing a product
made in Japan.” In fact, US-bought Kirin is
brewed in Virginia and California.
The terms include no use of the word
“imported” on Kirin, more prominent
disclosure on labels about where the
product is brewed, and partial refunds to
people who bought Kirin and have receipts.

Favorite Holiday
Spots among Chinese
Japan and the United States top the list of popular travel
destinations for Chinese tourists in 2015, for the second year
running (The Australian, January 7).
Thanks in part to currency deflation, Japan ranked first in the
survey, by Travelzoo Asia–Pacific, with 39.6 percent of the 4,300
respondents saying it was their top choice this year. Eased visa
regulations for Chinese in both Japan and the United States also
boosted this year’s figures.
The survey showed that Chinese are becoming less fixated on
shopping and that, as the yen continues to weaken, some visitors
are coming to buy land in Japan.

600 participants, including a
group of baseball players from
the Tohoku region. A baseball
clinic and homerun derby will be
part of the agenda, pitting Matsui
against Jeter, who is highly
respected in Japan.
Matsui was the 2009 World
Series MVP and Jeter retired in
2014, after a 20-year career with
the Yankees.

Climate Change
Fossils of the Day
An environmental conference has
criticized the United States and Japan
for their lack of initiatives to address
climate change (The Japan Times,
December 11).
The 20th session of the Conference
of the Parties to the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate
Change met in Lima, Peru, in December.
The group named Washington and Tokyo
joint recipients of its “Fossil of the Day”
award, given to nations resisting efforts
to reduce global warming.
Participants said America insisted
on editing out important text in a draft
statement, issued at the conference,
dealing with responses to natural
disasters, and that Japan was supporting
the US cause.

Chinese Travelers’ Preferred Destinations
Rank

1

2015 Survey

Japan

39.60%

2

U.S.

31.40%

3

New Zealand

26.80%

4

Australia

25.60%

5

Taiwan

24.90%

6

Thailand

22.40%

7

Maldives

21.30%
18.20%

8

China Mainland

23

Hong Kong

8.70%

28

Malaysia

5.80%

Ranked the
same as 2014
Ranked higher
in 2015
Ranked lower
in 2015
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TOKYO NAMED
SOFT-POWER ACE
Attracting and retaining creative class is key to civic development
Custom Media

T

okyo is the soft power hub of the
Asia–Pacific region, according
to a study conducted by Weber
Shandwick, coming out top in 10
of the 16 categories used to identify
the most influential metropolis in the
most dynamic and fast-paced region of
the world.
Titled Engaging Cities: The Growing
Relevance of Soft Power to City Reputations
in Asia-Pacific, the report examines how
eight key cities in the region leverage soft
power, defined as those attributes of a city’s
“branding” beyond politics, economics,
and military might.
By understanding their soft power
attributes, cities can attract the innovation
that comes with recruiting top talent,
to tackle issues associated with rapid
urbanization. Other cities in the region—
and globally—are making a play for Tokyo’s
existing talent pool, exerting pressure on
Tokyo to retain its human resources as well
as attract more creative thinkers.
Tokyo was up against Bangkok, Hong
Kong, Kuala Lumpur, Seoul, Shanghai,
Singapore, and Sydney in the survey.
The 16 attributes analyzed include social
media and digital technology; tourism;
food, culinary and dining experiences;
architecture and design; sustainability and
the environment; and standard of living.
“People have studied and debated soft
power previously, but that has tended to be
rather academic and not necessarily based
on reputational factors linked to soft power
and how that impacts our perception of
a place,” Ian Rumsby, Weber Shandwick’s
chief strategy officer for the Asia–Pacific
region, told the ACCJ Journal.
The findings of the study are significant,
Sydney-based Rumsby said, as increased
20 | ACCJ JOURNAL • FEBRUARY 2015

urbanization means that 60 percent of
Asia–Pacific populations will inhabit
the region’s metropolises by 2030, and
they will exert “a profound influence
on cities and how brands operate in
those environments.”
By understanding a city’s soft
power attributes, civic leaders can
be armed with the tools to create
and communicate inspiring, talentrich environments that attract the
most creative people, businesses, and
investment, Rumsby added.

“The ability to articulate, connect, and
promote unique, soft power attributes is now
at the center of success for governments and
cities,” he said.
The Weber Shandwick report—carried
out in partnership with KRC Research and
based on more than 4,100 online interviews
as well as input from 20 experts across
a wide range of disciplines—reveals five
primary observations that inform public-,
private-, and social-sector leaders about
the drivers of Asian cities’ reputations and
perceived influence.

Tokyo’s Rankings for Key Soft-Power Attributes

Percentages represent the proportion of respondents who agreed a city is recognized for said attribute.
Cities that ranked 40% or higher on an attribute can be considered highly regarded in that subject area.

R eport | Asia–Pacific

Five driving factors
The first is a city’s identity, over and
beyond that of the rest of the nation.
A metropolis needs to cultivate
awareness of its core attributes to
elevate its reputation as a destination
of choice.
The second requirement is
neighborhoods, which the report
describes as culture clusters that
showcase a city’s diverse attributes to
residents and outsiders alike. These
areas reveal a city’s personality,
and allow people to witness and
engage in the distinctive aspects
of a location that match their
own interests. “Cities that elevate
the interest and relevance of
neighborhoods to people’s lives
advance their reputations,” the
report states.
Citizen advocacy is a third
consideration, with residents of
the eight locations in the study
consistently rating their own city
higher than non-residents in
each of the selected soft power
attributes. The report points out that
enormous branding potential lies in
stimulating residents’ endorsements
as ambassadors of their city.
Further, the “creative classes”
are a potent force behind
innovation, devising idea-led
economies. “Civic leaders need to
think deeply and strategically about
how to foster a diverse and inclusive
environment that attracts creative
talent needed to future-proof cities,”
the report concludes.
The final observation revolves
around people power, affirming

that big investment in city
infrastructure can be undermined
by failure to deliver an engaging
experience. Whether the project is
an airport or a sporting venue, the
experience of a place is dependent
on the people who define it.
Cities that invest in a peoplebased service culture can enhance
experiences and ensure a “warm
and welcoming” atmosphere.
“The challenge for some cities
is to identify their soft power
attributes and then how to tell
a better story about them,”
Rumsby said.

Surprises and revelations
The report contained some
surprises, Rumsby admitted,
including the ranking of Sydney
as last on the list for cuisine and
dining-out opportunities. Rumsby
said that “reflects the absence of
understanding of the diversity and
accessibility of what is available in
the city.”
Less of a surprise was Tokyo
performing so impressively,
Rumsby reflected.
The Japanese capital ranked
first or second in all but one of the
soft power categories; it only fell
down on its perceived views on
gender tolerance.
In terms of food, culinary and
dining experiences, the city has
“a profound impact on the taste
buds and expectations of residents
and visitors alike,” the report notes.
Innovations in retail stores and
neighborhoods are a showcase

Cities that
elevate the
interest and
relevance of
neighborhoods
to people’s
lives advance
their
reputations.

for combining the old with the
new in tight, urban centers, while
the capital city’s “rich history in
literature and the arts remains
unrivalled in the region.”
Tokyo’s position as a center for
academic research and tertiary
education is “significantly higher”
than that of any other city included
in the survey, along with its
perceived influence on social media
and digital technology. Similarly,
its news media is considered to be
the most influential in the Asia–
Pacific region.
Tokyo’s reputation for
contemporary architecture and
design wins high marks, despite
nine million people being squeezed
into a relatively small area, while
its approach to sustainability and
an impressive sport and leisure
infrastructure are also recognized.
“But what is most impressive
about Tokyo’s soft-power status is
the fact that its attributes combined
make it a place that people don’t just
want to visit, but to emulate too,” the
report states.
“Tokyo’s position as a regional
creative hub has been recognized by
many reports before,” said Rumsby.
“But it is very significant that here
it has taken the top ranking in 10
of the 16 categories.
“What Tokyo does, it does
extremely well,” he added. “For
many people, even from Asia, Tokyo
is a completely different world. It
forces you to lean in. It is a city
that can create an urban space that
provokes interest and surprise.” •
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NO BETTER PLACE FOR FDI
Seminar details incentives for foreign businesses new to Tokyo
Custom Media

T

here are many companies
around the world that
would like to have a foot
in the door of the Japanese
market, but are put off by
the prospects of doing business in
Tokyo. Their worries range from the
language barrier to finding the ideal
office space and qualified, capable
staff; identifying potential partners;
negotiating local regulations;
dealing with the paperwork attached
to imports and exports; and any
number of other headaches that a
newcomer might face.
For some, that list of potential
pitfalls is just too long, and so they
turn their attention to Hong Kong
or Singapore. But that would be
a mistake.
The Tokyo Metropolitan
Government has teamed up with
the Ministry of Economy, Trade and
Industry (METI), the Japan External
Trade Organization, the Mori
Memorial Foundation and a number
of private companies to promote
the Japanese capital as the ideal
location for a foreign corporation.
Together, they are providing an
array of incentives designed to make
the transition into Tokyo easier for
overseas companies.
The incentives were outlined
at the Invest Tokyo Seminar held
in November, at the Roppongi
Hills complex. Several benefits
are available for new investors in
Japan, including subsidy programs,
tax incentives, and the provision
of office space for reduced rent.
The public–private partnership has
22 | ACCJ JOURNAL • FEBRUARY 2015

The one-day seminar emphasized the government's goal of attracting ¥35 trillion in new FDI by 2020.

also created a Business Development
Center with bilingual staff, who are
tasked with providing advice and
answering companies’ questions
about doing business in Tokyo.
“The administration of Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe has set the
rejuvenation of the Japanese
economy as the most important
item on its agenda,” emphasized
Hirobumi Iida, director of the
Trade and Investment Facilitation
Division at METI.
Foreign direct investment (FDI)
can play a big part in achieving that
aim, and the government has set a
target of ¥35 trillion in new FDI into
the country by 2020, Iida explained.
To encourage overseas investment
of that scale, already being put
into motion are measures such
as regulatory reforms that will

improve the business environment,
and legislation that will reduce the
corporate tax rate to 20 percent.
“The prime minister, other
ministers, and local governors have
all given speeches in recent months
designed to promote investment
in Japan, including in London and
New York, and this government
will continue to strengthen those
investment efforts,” Iida said.
In tandem with the national
government’s efforts, Tokyo has
declared the city to be a National
Strategic Special Zone. The capital’s
target is to attract 50 internationally
minded companies willing to set
up their Asian headquarters or
research-and-development facilities
here by 2016. According to city
officials, early indications hint at
success: in fiscal 2013, 11 foreign

Meeting | In vest

businesses set up in the capital,
surpassing the target of 10.
“We are making bold efforts to
attract foreign companies to begin
their operations in Tokyo,” said
Noriko Adachi, director of the
Tokyo Metropolitan Government’s
special zone project.
Spread out across the city, the
zone covers areas around Shinjuku
and Shibuya stations, a vacant site
alongside Tokyo International
Airport Haneda, a stretch of land
between Shinagawa and Tamachi
stations on the Yamanote Line, and
a larger district that encompasses
central Tokyo and the waterfront
area. In all, some 2,600 hectares are
incorporated into the zone, which
is home to about 1,000 foreign
companies, almost one-third of all
the foreign enterprises operating
in Japan.
Detailing the assistance that is
available to companies seeking a
presence in Tokyo, Adachi said they
are eligible for free consultation
services on issues such as growth
strategy planning, market research
and analysis, as well as business
partner identification.
Subsidies are available to enable
an incoming company to establish
a base of operations and recruit
staff, covering half of all expenses
up to ¥5 million. Designated
office space in the special zone is
also available for rent at half the
market price during the first year
of operations.

According
to the 2014
Global
Power City
Index, Tokyo
ranks fourth
among the
world’s top
10 cities.

The Business Development
Center Tokyo has been set up in
the JP Tower Kitte building in
the Marunouchi district, just a
stone’s throw from Tokyo Station.
Foreign companies, foreignaffiliated enterprises, and nonJapanese individuals who are
starting a business can go there
for advice, ranging from guidance
on administrative procedures to
an introduction to specialists in
business areas such as accounting.

Show me the money
For newly established companies
in Japan, arguably even more
important than advice are the range
of tax incentives that are available.
Options include full exemption
from metropolitan taxes, the real
estate acquisition tax, the fixed
assets tax, and the city planning tax,
as well as generous assistance with
investment tax credits and special
depreciation rates.
According to the 2014 Global
Power City Index, a study carried out
by the Mori Memorial Foundation,
Tokyo ranks fourth among the
world’s top 10 cities.
Ranked according to 70 indicators
that take into account each city’s
economic clout, cultural offerings,
livability, environment, accessibility,
and degree of research and
development, London comes out on
top, followed by New York and Paris.
Tokyo scores highly on the
size of its market, its economic

INCENTIVES OFFERED TO NEW FOREIGN COMPANIES IN TOKYO
Business Development Center with bilingual staff
Reduced rent for office space during first year of operations
Subsidies covering half of all recruiting and establishment expenses up to ¥5 million
Exemptions from metropolitan and other taxes, special depreciation rates

vitality, academic resources, living
facilities, and inner-city transport
services, but falls short on cultural
resources, cost of living, natural
environment, business regulations,
and international transport links.
Presenting the findings of
the study, Norio Yamato, senior
researcher at the foundation’s
Institute for Urban Strategies, said
vigorous efforts are being made
to address Tokyo’s shortfalls on
the index.
“Tokyo is changing, and it
will continue to change more
dynamically over the next 10
years,” Yamato said. “But [we
still need] to catch up with those
other cities.”
“We want to become a magnetic
force that attracts people and
capital from all over the world.”
There are numerous reasons
that a foreign company should
set its sights on Tokyo for its
Asia–Pacific headquarters, Adachi
agreed, ticking them off on her
fingers. The Japanese capital has
excellent accessibility, it is already
home to a vast pool of potential
business partners, it enjoys a
wealth of human resources, and
an increasing number of office
buildings are designed to withstand
natural disasters. On the personnel
side of the equation, the city has
excellent healthcare facilities with
English-speaking staff.
“We are aiming to make Tokyo
the most attractive city in the
world in the run-up to the 2020
Olympic and Paralympic Games,”
Adachi said. “The city of Tokyo
welcomes foreign businesses and
will do everything in its power to
assist them.” •

Japan External Trade Organization
www.investjapan.org
Tokyo Metropolitan Government
www.seisakukikaku.metro.tokyo.
jp/invest_tokyo/index.html
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2015 SPECIAL
MENU: P SOUP
By Andrew Wylegala

W

hile the government of Japan is relaxing
the “3Ps” governing arms exports,
referring to three principles that forbid
such exports under certain circumstances,
the Commercial Service Japan (CS-J) is
planning a menu for 2015 that centers on its own 3Ps
to bolster US–Japan business: position, personnel,
and programming.

Commercial Service Japan staff at the Tokyo office

Department of Energy officials will also sit down with
officials in Tokyo early this year at the sixth U.S.-Japan
Clean Energy Policy Dialogue, a bilateral mechanism
to coordinate programs on policy, energy technologies,
market opportunities, and research and development.
This dialogue is preceded in February by the third U.S.Japan Renewable Energy Policy Business Roundtable,
a rare opportunity for a select group of US firms to inform
official discussions with marketplace views, as well as to
glean fresh policy directions in a very timely manner.

Position: CS-J is increasing the number of staff in the
Commercial Section of the Consulate General OsakaKobe from five to eight. This is partly a redeployment
of resources from Tokyo, and also an element of the US
government’s rebalance to Asia. The eight-person team
will: carry Japan-wide responsibility for key sectors
such as automobiles and food processing equipment;
redouble programming—including attracting US-bound
investment—in the Kansai region; and spend more
time on the road in outreach to the four US consulates
where CS-J has no presence, as well as in untapped
regions further afield. Look up newly assigned Principal
Commercial Officer Helen Hwang and her new
CS Western Japan team early and often in 2015!
Personnel: The SelectUSA program, which President
Barack Obama launched in 2011 and for which Congress
has recently increased funding by nearly 50 percent,
will be expanded. Shortly before the Japanese delegation
to the March 22-24 SelectUSA summit departs for
Washington, we expect to welcome three staff dedicated
to attracting direct investment. Their next task will be
staging a roadshow across Japan to encourage and assist
more firms to consider the strongly rebounding US
economy via direct investment.
Priority programs: To concentrate our resources and
leverage the vast opportunities presented by the tectonic
shift in Japan’s energy panorama, in 2015 the embassy
will again double down on policy and promotion
work in this field. In February, CS-J will assist a dozen
Japanese buyers at San Diego’s DistribuTECH smart
grid trade show, where at least an equal number of US
exhibitors are awaiting one-on-one sessions to see how
they can tap into Japan’s energy sector restructuring.

Andrew Wylegala
is the minister
counselor for
commercial affairs
at the Embassy of
the United States
Tokyo.

Rounding out the month at the Tokyo Big Sight
exhibition center is the world’s largest international
B2B conference covering cutting-edge renewable/
smart-energy products and technologies, World Smart
Energy Week. We expect to see some of the same US
firms in attendance that came to Japan with Secretary
of Commerce Penny Pritzker in late 2014. March
features the third Fukushima Forum, also taking place
in Tokyo, aimed at facilitating more US involvement in
remediation and decommissioning work in the Tohoku
region, a prospect boosted by Japan’s formal accession
to the Convention on Supplementary Compensation
for Nuclear Damage, on January 16. Finally, our annual
New Orleans Association matchmaker event, which
gathers all Japan utilities in Tokyo, rounds out our
power-packed semester of energy promotional events.
Japan residents appreciate the importance of a balanced
diet, and our menu of commercial activities will be both
broad and diverse this year, reaching far beyond even the
vast realm of energy to incorporate education, tourism,
healthcare, and more. Still more “Ps”—beginning with
the TPP, or Trans-Pacific Partnership—may enter the
mix, as well as some short-order cooking from increased
opportunities under Abenomics reforms, to further spice
up our P soup. Bon appétit from the CS-J kitchen. •
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TASTE OF
AMERICA
By John Amari

©CALIFORNIA TOURISM

C

ustomers in restaurants,
cafés, and hotels across
Tokyo sampled a little
piece of America as part
of a culinary campaign
late last year.
Established in 2011, Taste of
America events have encouraged
collaboration between US-based
food and beverage producers and
Japan-based restaurants to promote
US fare in Japan. The campaign
has raised awareness in Japan of
the variety and depth of cuisine in
the United States, while bringing
to life little-known yet entertaining
elements of American culture.
To find out more about the
campaign, the ACCJ Journal sat down
with two of its principal proponents
at the Agricultural Trade Office of
the U.S. Embassy in Japan: Rachel
Nelson, director, and Sumio Thomas
Aoki, senior marketing specialist.
For Nelson and Aoki, one of the
main goals is to create a community
of restaurants and customers in Japan
who have an informed appreciation
of US cuisine.
“To be part of the Taste of America
campaign,” Nelson said, “we initially
asked restaurants to use American
ingredients and maybe feature a
certain menu item.” Embracing
the concept and running with it,
“some of the restaurants turned
it into an event and used it as a
way to highlight certain regions or
states of the US,” she added. They
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One of the
main goals
is to create
a community
. . . in Japan
that has an
informed
appreciation
of US cuisine.

also introduced fun aspects of US
customs, including traditional dance.
The Oak Door restaurant, inside
the Grand Hyatt Tokyo, took on
the letter and spirit of the Taste of
America campaign. Not only did
the steakhouse present a sumptuous
Texas folk-themed menu, Nelson
recalled, but the team also worked
with the Tokyo-based tourism
office of the state to provide
country-dancing entertainment
for customers.
Over the years, events organized
under the campaign have evolved
from the original goal of simply
introducing US products and
ingredients to Japanese retailers.
Now the aim is to create events that
celebrate the extreme breadth of US
food and drink culture and offer
Japanese consumers an authentic
United States experience.

Defining moment
Furthermore, the campaign has
sought to answer an important and
common question in Japan: What is
American cuisine?
The same question concerned
marketing expert Aoki for some
time. “Even before I started working
for the Agricultural Trade Office in
2007,” he recalled, “it was hard, in
Japan, to answer this question.”
At that time, Aoki added,
identifying US-themed restaurants
even in a city the size of Tokyo was
not easy, and yet there were many
restaurant owners and chefs with a
strong affinity for the United States,
and they desired a platform to share
that passion.
To help bridge the culinary
gap, Nelson and Aoki’s team of
marketing and sales experts visit
American-themed restaurants

The Oak Door restaurant in the Grand Hyatt Tokyo organized country-dancing events for customers.

Food | Campaign

in Japan and encourage them
to take part in Taste of America
events. The campaign’s website and
strong social media messaging,
combined with outreach activities,
have raised customers’ and
restaurateurs’ awareness of, and
involvement in, the events since the
campaign’s inception.
As a result, a strong community
of over 140 owners of restaurants
and bars in Japan—a significant rise
from the original 54 participants—
has emerged to support the Taste
of America initiative.
International hotels and their
restaurants are not the only
establishments jumping on the
bandwagon, however.
Gotham Grill, a US-style eatery
based in Ebisu, Tokyo, participated
for a second successive year, and
introduced US beef tongue as part
of their special menu. “Customers
loved the menu,” restaurant manager
Yuji Shirasaki commented.
Traci Consoli, a US native and coowner of the Pink Cow, a Californiathemed restaurant and event space
in Roppongi, Tokyo, expressed
similar sentiments.
When Consoli first learned of the
embassy campaign, her reaction was
swift: “This is perfect, because we

©TRAVEL PORTLAND

want to get more Japanese people
to understand what we do as a
restaurant.” The Pink Cow’s Taste of
America event in 2012 was a sellout,
Consoli said, and in 2014 her
restaurant gained new customers
who visited and mentioned the
campaign by name.
The Guinguette by Moja, an
American-themed restaurant in
Shibuya, Tokyo, likewise found
success when they participated in
the campaign by creating a special

THE PINK COW

Burritos–a typical California dish–are a specialty at the Pink Cow in Tokyo’s Roppongi district.

John Amari is a
consultant, writer,
and researcher who
has worked for a
United Nations
agency.

menu to entice customers. The
restaurant incorporated ingredients
from the state of Kentucky to create
a bourbon-flambé chicken dish
and bread-pudding dessert, with
accompanying ginger-mint julep
cocktails and other drinks.
“Customers who were attracted by
the campaign were interested in the
novelty of the special menu and did
order meals from it,” said company
spokesperson Fumi Narita.
In addition to managing the
Taste of America campaign, Nelson
and Aoki’s teams link Japan-based
restaurants—via Japanese importers
of US-made ingredients—to
agricultural exporters and producers
in the United States. As Nelson
explained, “We have a number of
US-based industry groups that we
work with [such as the U.S. Meat
Export Federation], and we partner
restaurants with those groups.”
Nelson and Aoki remain upbeat
about future prospects. “We are
trying to create an experience
because the United States is so big,
and there are so many different
regions, and there is so much
agriculture and such a variety of
ingredients for a given menu,”
Nelson said.
One mouthful at a time, the
profile of US food and drink
products in Japan is being raised. •
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NEW RULES ON CHILD ABDUCTION
Tokyo handles first cases under newly ratified Hague convention
Custom Media

I

t took time and the application
of a degree of pressure—both
international and domestic—for
Japan’s Diet to approve the Hague
Convention on the Civil Aspects
of International Child Abduction,
which finally went into effect on
April 1, 2014. So far, diplomats,
lawyers, and children’s rights
activists have broadly applauded the
efforts of the Japanese authorities to
accede to the spirit of the agreement,
pointing out a number of cases in
which the pact has been enforced.
They warn, however, that the
legislation has been in place for
less than a year, and that Japan’s
courts have yet to become deeply
involved in cases that, all sides agree,
are complicated and replete with
emotional aspects.
“It’s too early to tell yet,” Steven
Maloney, consul general at the
US Embassy in Tokyo, told the
ACCJ Journal.
“The Japanese government has
done a lot of things very well; they
have enacted the legislation, set up
an office in the foreign ministry,
as well as assembled judges, social
workers, and lawyers with diverse
skills and the ability to do the job
properly, and we’re very happy
with that.
“But how the courts react remains
to be seen,” he added.
Before last April, Japan was the
only G-8 nation not to have ratified
this Hague convention, which
generally stipulates that a child
should be returned to his or her
country of habitual residence when

they have been taken out of that
country by a parent and without the
consent of the other parent.
With ever more international
marriages—estimated at 40,000 a
year in Japan—ending in separation
or divorce, pressure from around the
world has been building for Tokyo
to enact relevant legislation.
In recent years, embassies in
Tokyo were handling around 400
cases annually in which the Japanese
parent had violated the terms of
the convention. But previously,
international authorities had been
powerless to act once the child was
in Japan.
At present, the US Embassy
in Tokyo is dealing with close to
100 cases. “Each [case] is very
complicated, and many involve
more than one child,” Maloney said.
Thirty-one applications for access
to US citizen children and two
cases for return are currently being
handled by the Japanese authorities,
and Maloney believes the Japanese
authorities deserve credit for that.
“Clearly the government here is
treating the issue very seriously, they
are acting professionally, they are
carrying out training, and they are
not stonewalling, but we will know
a great deal more in three months
from now,” he added.

Jury still out
Concern revolves around an article
in the convention that identifies
“grave risk” to the physical wellbeing of the child at the center of
a dispute as being grounds for a

At present,
the US
Embassy
in Tokyo is
dealing with
close to 100
cases [of
international
child
abduction].

judge to refuse to sanction the child
being returned to his or her country
of habitual residence. Critics say
that Japanese parents who have
abducted a child are aware of this
loophole and that they are likely to
use it—whether or not there was any
physical abuse in the past—to keep
the child in Japan.
“If the article is interpreted in
Japan as it is interpreted elsewhere,
then we do not believe there are any
loopholes,” Maloney said.
Taeko Mizuno Tada, a Tokyobased lawyer with the firm
Nagahama, Mizuno & Inoue, has
handled international family cases
for many years. She says the law
was changed largely as a result of
pressure from foreign governments.
“I believe the Japanese
government agreed to ratify the
convention because of overseas
pressure, especially from the US
government,” Mizuno said. “Over
the past 20 years, amendments to
the Civil Code related to family
matters have been very slow and
controversial in Japan.
“But as some children have
been returned to Japan from
other countries since April 1, we
now understand that the Hague
convention can be beneficial to
Japanese and other residents of
Japan as well,” she added.
Without external encouragement,
Mizuno believes, it could have taken
another 30 years for Japan to sign
the Hague pact. But she agrees that
the authorities here are taking their
new obligations seriously.
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“The Japanese foreign ministry
has hired many good people to
handle Hague convention issues,”
she said. “And Japanese courts and
the bar association have had a lot of
education and training courses for
Hague cases.”

Parents still suffering
However, foreign nationals who
have been separated from their
children for many years say Japan’s
failure to ratify the convention
earlier condemned them to years
without their children, and that they
still may never have the right to see
their kids again.
“The benefits of Japan signing the
convention only apply to cases where
the children are under 16 years of
age,” said Walter Benda, of Virginia,
who has seen his two daughters just
once in 20 years.
“Furthermore the Hague
convention is not retroactive, so cases
such as mine, which occurred in the
past, and in which the children are
already 16 or older, are not covered
under any of the provisions of this
treaty,” Benda added. He is joint
founder of the Japan chapter of the
US-based Children’s Rights Council.
Benda’s wife disappeared with the
girls after seeing him off to work
one morning from their home in
Chiba Prefecture, and she rebuffed
all his efforts to make contact with
them. As soon as he did find them
again, they vanished once more.
The only time he has seen them was
for a few moments on a street in a
Japanese town in 1998, after a private

investigator managed to track down
the girls and their mother.
The problem was overlooked
for many years simply because it
was not in the public eye, and there
was “a cultural bias” in Japan that
supported Japanese parents who had
abducted children, Benda said.
“However, as the number of cases
kept growing at an ever increasing
rate, with parents becoming more
and more organized and being
able to use the Internet to leverage
this issue, it started to catch the
attention of leaders in the US, Japan,
and other countries,” he explained.
“In addition to media coverage,
various documentaries, such as
From the Shadows, further exposed
the problem.
“Rallies and other events held
by parents in the US, Japan, and
other countries also raised public
awareness, as did the passage of
various congressional resolutions
in the US.
“All of this built up to the point
where it started to become an
international diplomatic issue
that Japanese leaders had to deal
with when meeting with their
foreign counterparts,” he said.
“All of these efforts took about 20
years of hard work and sacrifices
by parents who had their children
internationally abducted.”
And while Benda concedes
that little can be done in his case,
he agrees that Japan signing the
convention means that other foreign
parents may not have to go through
what he has endured for two decades.

Steven Maloney discusses the Japanese government's efforts on the issue.

“We have seen a marked decline
in the number of parents contacting
our organization for help because of
their children being internationally
abducted,” he said. “I definitely
believe that Japan’s signing of
the Hague convention has had a
deterrent effect on the number of
parental abductions of children of
couples with one Japanese spouse
and one non-Japanese spouse.” •
US nationals seeking advice may contact
tokyoacs@state.gov, call 03 3224 5000,
or view the State Department’s website
at http://travel.state.gov/content/
childabduction/english/about.html.
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PROGRESS AND GOALS
Regulatory reforms for foreign lawyers and firms
By Eric W. Sedlak

S

ince the early 1980s, the American Chamber
of Commerce in Japan (ACCJ) has urged the
Japanese government and the self-regulating Japan
Federation of Bar Associations (Nichibenren) to
liberalize the rules under which foreign lawyers in
Japan may practice their home-country law and may work
together with Japanese attorneys (bengoshi).
The law was originally amended to allow foreign
lawyers to register to practice home-country law
in foreign law offices in Japan. The law was further
amended to allow the establishment of Japanese offices
of international legal firms run jointly with bengoshi.
Close to 300 bengoshi now work in such offices, and
almost all large Japanese legal firms have registered
foreign lawyers on their teams, in some cases as full
partners. Over 50 foreign law firms now have offices in
Japan, and many individual foreign lawyers have solo
practices. So what’s the problem?
The Japanese government and Nichibenren still need
to address three outstanding issues:

Almost
all large
Japanese
legal
firms have
registered
foreign
lawyers on
their teams.

1. The requirement that two years of qualifying
practice be outside Japan lacks a rational basis
and discourages many promising foreign-qualified
lawyers from working in Japan;
2. The 60-day processing time for registration,
which the government promised in the 1980s,
remains pending;
3. The branching and legal entity formation rules
discriminate against foreign law firms.
The first requirement is unjustifiably restrictive and
has no connection to the interests of clients. Experience
obtained in Japan should be treated the same as that
obtained outside, for purposes of the three-year
experience requirement for registration of foreign lawyers.
The requirement fails to recognize both the growing
number of foreign lawyers now devoting significant
periods of their careers to serving clients’ needs in Japan
and the depth of the experience received by associates
working in Japan under the supervision of gaiben
(registered foreign lawyers) and bengoshi.
In practice, some law firms are reluctant to hire entrylevel US lawyers in Tokyo, as they must later be placed
in another office abroad for two years. Otherwise, firms
must hire lawyers in the United States who will be sent to

Eric W. Sedlak
handles M&A
and projects at
Jones Day and is
a vice president
of the ACCJ.

Tokyo after several years. Non-Tokyo offices may hesitate
to assign quality work to junior associates whose future
career will be elsewhere.
Each of these scenarios is handled on a resourcedraining, one-off basis. Reassignments also disrupt
relationships—working relationships with clients,
partners, and colleagues, as well as personal relationships
with friends, significant others, and spouses with their
own careers.
As to the second requirement, the registration process
for foreign lawyers remains cumbersome, with many
applications taking four to six months to process from
pre-screening to registration. This should be streamlined.
An application can be reviewed in an hour or so, and
Singapore conducts the same review with less paper in
a few days as part of its visa application. Nichibenren
and local bar associations should simplify the process
by eliminating the month-long delays between inperson meetings.
Regarding the third requirement, all law firms in
Japan should be allowed to open branch offices without
becoming a legal professional corporation (bengoshi
hojin). Under the current law, even that option will be
available only to Japanese firms and to foreign firms
dealing exclusively in foreign-law matters, not to foreign
firms with joint operations that may provide Japanese
legal advice.
We are grateful for the improved spirit of openness
that Nichibenren and the Ministry of Justice have shown
to the foreign legal community. Nichibenren has asked
for the ACCJ’s comments on guidelines to implement
recent legislation. The ministry has also reached out to
us to recommend members for several study groups on
outstanding issues. We welcome that openness and hope
that the remaining issues can be resolved within a year
or two after the study groups report their findings.
Foreign lawyers work in Japan because we enjoy living
here and working with Japanese clients and colleagues. It
would benefit all involved to make working as a foreign
lawyer in Japan easier. •

For more information see the ACCJ Viewpoint
“Ensure Equal Treatment and Rationalization
of Gaiben Administration”
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SEEKING LEGAL ADVICE
Where to look and what to consider
By John Ghanotakis, Amir Khan, and Timothy Trahan

B

eing a foreigner in
any country is both a
rewarding and challenging
experience, but when you
are faced with legal issues,
the challenge can soon become a
nightmare. For foreigners in Japan,
the complexity of the legal system
coupled, for many, with a language
barrier, can make it especially hard
to get practical advice. There are
various types of support available.

1. Law firms
In Japan there are a little over
35,000 attorneys, of whom the
vast majority—about 97 percent—
are in private practice. When
deciding to go this route, try
to identify whether your legal
issue is substantial or complex
enough to require specialist legal
support or ongoing advice. At
a cost of between ¥20,000 and
¥50,000 per hour, depending on a
counselor’s seniority, this can be
an expensive option.
Note that many of the smaller
firms may not have an Englishspeaking lawyer, and larger firms
may not accept private clients.
Thus, it is absolutely vital not only
to choose the most suitable firm
and specialist lawyer, but also to
do ample research online. Seeking
advice from friends or colleagues,
or even from your embassy, also
may help identify the best options
to serve your needs. One universal
truth is that you get what you
pay for, and real expertise never
comes cheap.

2. Legal aid centers
An effective and reasonably priced
option for minor issues is visiting
legal aid centers. The fee is about
¥5,000 to see a licensed lawyer for
30 minutes, and includes a translator
should one be required.
However, given the brief
duration of appointments and lack
of specialist focus, you may not
receive instant answers or expert
opinions. Nevertheless, these
locations can be a good starting
point and may provide answers to
fundamental questions regarding
Japanese law. These centers are
especially helpful for simple matters
and for motivated individuals who
are willing to do their own follow-up
research on issues troubling them.
3. Other sources
i) Trade unions
Many workers have conflicts
with their employers, and while
such issues can often be resolved
amicably and internally at a
company, sometimes objective
expertise is sought. Japan has
numerous trade unions, many
of which offer open membership
programs for Japanese and nonJapanese. Such groups can be a
useful source of information and
support in workplace disputes,
and when necessary will instigate
collective bargaining on your behalf.
ii) Public offices
In your area of residence,
immigration and government
offices—including foreign residents’

immigration centers—can prove
helpful for visa or immigration
issues. But, you will need to speak
Japanese fairly well to make
the most of such interactions.
Embassies, too, can be a starting
point when legal issues arise.
In addition, Japan has a category
of lawyers called gyosei shoshi,
who are certified legal specialists
in administrative procedures
and immigration. Their fees are
generally lower than those of
standard lawyers (bengoshi).
iii) NPOs
Groups such as the governmentrelated Japan External Trade
Organization (JETRO), which
promotes mutual trade and
investment between Japan and
other countries, can assist with
matters related to corporate
foundation. Foreign startups can
get legal advice as well as offers
on other services such as office
space leasing.
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Japan has other consultant
services that employ non-licensed
professionals, who may have
practical experience in labor and/or
immigration concerns. While these
individuals cannot give legal advice,
they can often assist with processes
and paperwork, or negotiate on
your behalf for a modest fee. Their
services are mostly unregulated,
so quality and knowledge levels
may vary. In such circumstances,
always ask around and perform due
diligence before proceeding. •
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PREPARING FOR
THE GLOBAL STAGE
Young leaders gain insight from top regional executives
By Mary Anne Jorgensen

R

ecently there has been
much discussion on how
best to develop young
leaders to represent Japan
on the world stage. For
member companies of the American
Chamber of Commerce in Japan
(ACCJ), global operations are a
given, and it is critical to have the
human resources in place to build a
strong organization in Japan and the
region. The ACCJ Kansai Leadership
Series directly supports this need,
offering promising individuals
an opportunity to learn directly
from the experiences of successful
executives, as well as from each other.
The series of events, hosted by the
ACCJ Kansai Women in Business
Committee, was originally created
around the goal of strengthening the
Kansai economy by supporting a new
generation of leaders who desire to
step up and develop themselves for a
global role. During its first years, the
program attracted participants from
ACCJ Kansai corporate sustaining
member companies, reflecting these
organizations’ importance to the
business community. The series has
since expanded, and now includes
participants from 10 ACCJ member
companies across Japan. This year we
welcomed our first participants from
outside Kansai: six of them, from
Nagoya and Tokyo.
The Leadership Series is more
than simply a set of lectures by
top management of prominent
organizations. The program format
provides participants, who commit
to attend the four-part series,

Yumiko Murakami spoke at "What Evidence Can Tell Us," on November 18.

ample time to engage with each
other and the speakers in breakout
discussions on topics related to each
presentation. These opportunities to
exchange ideas and create stronger
networks across industries and
functions are key to the program’s
popularity. The series also highlights
the importance of a diverse
workforce, a key focus of the Women
in Business Committee’s activities.
Now in its fourth year, over 178
individuals, both Japanese and
non-Japanese, have participated,
creating a robust cohort of alumni
contributing to organizations in
Kansai and beyond.
To encourage and support
participants’ development, speakers
give presentations on topics related
to their leadership journey, touching
on the challenges, transitions, and
skills they found most useful as
they progressed in their careers.
Participant feedback shows very high
appreciation of the “informative,
practical, and inspiring presentations
based on the speakers’ actual
experiences.” Themes from past
discussions have included upward
influence, following your passion,
learning and problem solving by
examining evidence, and exploring
key skills for Japanese leaders
working internationally.
Speakers to date have included
executives of ACCJ member
companies, such as the current
presidents of Bayer Yakuhin and
Eli Lilly Japan, Dr. Carsten Brunn
and Patrik Jonsson, respectively, as
well as past presidents of P&G Japan

A team-building ice-breaker to build the highest paper tower
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and AstraZeneca K.K. Participants
have also enjoyed hearing from
speakers outside the ACCJ
community, most recently Yumiko
Murakami, head of the OECD
Tokyo Centre, and Mitsuru Claire
Chino, executive officer and general
counsel at Itochu.
As the number of “graduates”
grows, we hope to support a strong
base of upcoming leaders as they
guide their organizations to success.
We look forward to seeing how our
alumni move forward, utilizing
their peer networks and innovative
leadership approaches to drive
growth not just in Kansai, but
throughout Japan. •
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THE NEW MAD MEN
The evolution and transformation
of advertising in Tokyo
By Roland Kelts

Cutters Studio CEO Ryan McGuire hopes to revolutionize TV ads in Japan.

A

mong the fastest ways to
check the barometer of a
nation’s popular culture—
to see who’s cool and what’s
in style or comical—is to
watch domestic TV commercials.
Advertising cuts to the heart of a
culture’s DNA.
TV ads from Japan, for example,
have long been coveted abroad
for their apparent outrageousness
or sheer oddity. Entire YouTube
channels and websites (see the
seminal japander.com) upload
Japanese commercials featuring
American A-list celebrities.
On Japanese TV, Leonardo
DiCaprio promotes the Orico credit
card and hawks Jim Beam; Tommy
Lee Jones guzzles Boss canned coffee;
and Madonna sports geta (wooden
sandals) to tout Takara shochu. Then
there is Sofia Coppola’s 2004 film
set in Japan, Lost in Translation. It
makes cross-cultural advertising a
comical plot point, with Bill Murray
playing a washed-up US movie star
in Tokyo to shoot a Japanese TV ad
for Suntory whiskey.
Author and media scholar
Marshall McLuhan called advertising
“the greatest art form of the 20th
century . . . an environmental
striptease for a world of abundance.”
But that world is rarely what we now
call global. The art of advertising
has long remained culture-specific:
Italian ads for Italians, German ads
for Germans, etc.
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“Since the ’50s, Japanese
advertising has learned a lot from
the US,” marketing executive
Hideo Ishikawa told Advertising
Age magazine. “However, many
typically Japanese characteristics,
disciplines, and ways of thinking
remain intact and unaffected by
US influence.”
Japanese ads usually go for the
soft sell versus the hard sell (i.e.,
the product is introduced at the
end, or remains offstage throughout
the commercial). They focus on a
celebrity’s endorsement followed
by the embrace of the masses, and
seek short-term trend appeal over
long-term consistency of brand
development.
US ads, meanwhile, more often
place the product upfront, feature
“regular” people, and strategize for
long-term branding (think Coke
or McDonald’s).

Blurred lines
But in this century, the lines
between East and West are blurring.
As in culture, so in advertising.
The United States remains the
largest advertising market in the
world by a wide margin. Japan
is in second place, and China is
advancing quickly. US ad agency
stalwarts, such as Wieden+Kennedy,
have had limited success in Japan,
where they have had to battle the
near-suffocating domestic giants
Dentsu, Hakuhodo, and their ilk.

The US
remains
the largest
advertising
market
by a wide
margin;
Japan is
in second
place.

But Japan’s insular industry is now
seeking global partners, opening to
creatives from abroad as the Tokyo
2020 Olympic and Paralympic
Games perch on the horizon.
Cutters Tokyo, the Japanese
branch of a veteran US postproduction studio, seeks to globalize
Japanese advertising by educating
and collaborating with domestic
clients. The first overseas affiliate of
Cutters Studios, founded in Chicago
in 1980, opened in Tokyo two years
ago. It is the only foreign studio
in Japan to have won an award for
commercial editing, for its cinematic
advertisement of Nike Japan,
set in Japan’s hallowed Koshien
baseball stadium.
The Cutters
Studio in
Ebisu, Tokyo
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“Japan is a top-down, hierarchical
society,” said CEO Ryan McGuire.
“And that’s been true of the
advertising industry.”
Cutters is trying to introduce
a more collaborative process,
characterized by rigorous editing
and cross-communication. “In
Japan, the director is handed the
reins and expected to do everything,”
McGuire explained. “But in the US,
the director turns the footage over to
the editor, who can apply a critical
and more objective eye.
“For example, in Japan, there are
roughly 900 frames per commercial.
If I can take just 45 frames and make
them do something exceptional, I
can increase the overall impact of the
commercial by 10 percent. That gets
10 percent of the audience to raise an
eyebrow, and that’s huge.”
In Japan, Cutters now boasts
69 clients, 80 percent of whom
are Japanese brand giants from an
array of industries: SoftBank, SKY
PerfectTV!, au, Asahi, Kagome and
Mazda, among others. And the
studio’s approach has worked with
some of Japan’s biggest media stars,
including Takeshi Kitano, SMAP,
Yu Darvish, and Kyary Pamyu
Pamyu. In one short film, Cutters
even worked with Japanophile US
rock star David Lee Roth.
The opening of Cutters in Japan
is the first step in the studio’s global
strategy. Bilingual Ryan McGuire
is the son of the company’s original
founder and CEO, Tim McGuire.
“Cutters Tokyo is the best postproduction studio I have ever seen
in Japan,” said Dentsu’s Yuto Ogawa.
“They use methods that Japanese
studios would never select, and they
really value open communication.
With picture, sound, and color, they
infuse meaning into every element.
[They are] a breath of global fresh
air in the Japanese commercial
TV industry.”

Cutters edge
Just as Japanese styles, fashions, and
aesthetics continue to mesmerize
young Americans, US sensibilities are
transforming Japanese advertising
tropes. For a foreign creative studio

to stake a claim and win awards
in the tightly controlled domestic
market is a signal of Japan’s growing
eagerness to be a global player.
From its ¥110 trillion, 224m2,
multi-story facility in Ebisu, Cutters
Tokyo hopes to revolutionize
television advertising in Japan, said
McGuire, by introducing techniques
and processes from the United States
and Europe via a crack bicultural
creative team, building bridges
into the domestic market. Across
the industry, executives at Dentsu,
Hakuhodo, J. Walter Thompson
Japan, and other veteran agencies
highlight Cutters’ accessibility,
creativity, and execution.
Ryan Johnson of Wieden+Kennedy
—the agency that partnered with
Cutters Tokyo on their Grand Prixwinning Nike Japan commercial,
called “Sensei (Pledge)”—believes
that the company is reviving Japan’s
ad industry by emphasizing oldfashioned teamwork. “The reason
Cutters Tokyo has managed to be so
successful in such a short time isn’t
just their sheer talent,” he said. “It’s
because they have an unparalleled
passion to do creative work that adds

For a foreign
creative
studio to win
awards in
the domestic
market is
a signal
of Japan’s
growing
eagerness to
be a global
player.

something back to culture and to
the creative community.”
Longtime producer Tomo Sueda
of JWT Japan finds essential US
and Japanese qualities of hospitality
behind Cutters’ magnanimous spirit.
“I believe Cutters will expand their
territory in Asia with their creativity
and omotenashi mind-set,” he said.
“It was always in the plan to
use Tokyo as a springboard for
expanding into the Asian market,”
McGuire added. He travels
frequently to Seoul, Hong Kong,
Singapore, Bangkok, and Shanghai—
with the latter two cities being the
most likely sites for opening future
branch studios.
McGuire first came to Japan for
a homestay as a teenager. He fell in
love with the country and its civility
and refinement, prompting him to
learn the language and constantly
seek opportunities to live and work
in Asia. He says he is still learning
from Japan as Cutters expands into
continental Asia. “To be honest,” he
added, “if the Japanese could make
commercials the way they make and
prepare food, I’d have absolutely no
business here.” •

The team at Cutters Studio Japan emphasizes collaboration, rigorous editing, and cross-communication.

Roland Kelts is a Japanese-American
writer, editor, and lecturer who divides his
time between Tokyo and New York. He
is the author of the acclaimed bestseller
Japanamerica: How Japanese Pop Culture
Has Invaded the US and the forthcoming
novel Access. His fiction and nonfiction

have appeared in The New Yorker,
Time, Psychology Today, Playboy, and
The Wall Street Journal. Kelts authors a
monthly column for The Japan Times,
and is also a frequent contributor to
CNN and NPR. Find him online at:
http://japanamerica.blogspot.com
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TIME TO GET SMARTER
Why cities need to improve urban tech infrastructure
By Richard Jolley

O

ne tech term we will all
become more familiar with
this year is “smart.” It has
become a buzzword, hated
by techies but adored by
headline writers, to describe the
latest developments in technology.
Smart is here thanks to the
widespread availability of highspeed Internet and the fact that
sensors can be embedded into
everything, leading to connected
products all around us.
When people think of smart
technology, what may come to mind
are sensors in the home that turn on
the lights or set the temperature to a
desired level when you enter a room.
However, the term encompasses
much more than this, or even the
refrigerator gadget that knows
when you run out of milk and
orders it online from the store. The
truth is that smart tech could save
the planet.
Late last year, I attended a panel
discussion entitled “Smart Grid,
Smart Mobility, Smart Home,
Smart Anything,” organized by the
German Chamber of Commerce
and Industry in Japan. The event
centered on the creation of a “smart
city,” and how the concept could
solve humanity’s greatest challenges.
Panelists discussed transportation
schemes featuring electric vehicles,
homes that can be remotely
controlled, and a smart grid that
could integrate renewable energy
into Japan’s current infrastructure,
allocating energy more effectively
through metering.
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You only
have to see
what the
US military
is doing to
understand
the kind of
attention
this is
getting at
a national
level.

What tied the discussion together
was the urgent need for cities to get
smarter. As the UN has warned,
80 percent of the world’s population
will be living in cities by 2050,
and cities produce 80 percent of
all greenhouse emissions while
consuming 75 percent of our natural
resources. If these predictions and
figures are correct, and we cannot
find a sustainable way of city living,
then all the work that has been done
globally to cut carbon emissions and
conserve resources could be futile.

Domestic projects
Japan is nicely placed to take
advantage of smart, sustainable
urban solutions. The country
already has a number of important
smart-city projects in Yokohama,
Kitakyushu, and Toyota City to
develop technologies for domestic
and international markets.
Furthermore, the Keihanna Science
City, which covers eight cities and
towns in Kyoto, Osaka, and Nara
prefectures, has been constructed
as a model for development of
cutting-edge technology.
Andrew DeWit, a professor at
Rikkyo University’s School of Policy
Studies, has studied Japan’s smartcity schemes. “Smart systems are
key to our future. You only have to
see what the US military is doing
to understand the kind of attention
this is getting at a national level. The
military has helped create Chiang
Mai World Green City in Thailand
and plans to support other projects in
the Asia-Pacific region,” DeWit said.

“It’s very impressive what’s going
on across these smart city projects
in Japan. But the key will be
whether Japanese companies can
develop solutions that will be pricecompetitive in a global market,”
he added.
Eiji Iriyama, regional center
head of power management and
multimarket in Japan for Infineon
Technologies Japan K.K., is
particularly impressed with what’s
happening at the Kitakyushu Smart
Community Project.
For him, the multiplicity of
technology that will go into
smart cities really suits Japanese
manufacturing. He highlights the
country’s strengths in suriawase,
meaning the development of many
solutions in tandem. “As you might
imagine, a smart city is composed
of a variety of components, such
as utilities, residential buildings,
transportation, and so forth. I
believe Japan can contribute to
the systemic level of technologies,
rather than the individual
functionalities, devices, and
technologies,” he said.

Intelligent metering
The Kitakyushu project tackles
head on some of the major
challenges surrounding increased
urbanization. One of the project’s
goals is to “establish mechanisms
for citizens and companies to
think about, and participate in, the
process of energy distribution”—in
other words, smart metering. With
smart metering, utilities move
from monthly to dynamic billing,
enabling time- and demand-based
pricing. It makes consumers and
businesses more conscious of how
and—perhaps more importantly—
when they consume energy, helping
reduce peak loads. This, in turn,
limits the need for power stations
set up just to meet peak demand.
For DeWit, the project is also
interesting because it has citizen
involvement at its center—a factor
that many experts say is essential to
preventing smart technology from
simply becoming a device used by
corporations and governments to
impose new ways of living.
As DeWit has written in
The Asia-Pacific Journal, Japan
has been criticized for its lack of
citizen involvement in its smart

city programs. To highlight what
Japan should be aiming for, he
points to Santander, in Spain.
There, citizens are heavily
involved in the development of the
city’s smart program through their
smartphones. For example, using
a particular app, they can report
accidents, potholes in the road,
and broken streetlights to city hall.
Plus, they can put forward ideas,
comment on proposals, and vote on
local issues.
Rajendra Iyer also recognizes
the important role citizens play
in smart city developments. Iyer
is vice president, head of power
systems, at ABB, and spoke at the
panel discussion, highlighting the
opportunity for Japan to develop
its own smart grid in conjunction
with smart metering. Given
Japan’s current lack of nuclear
power, rising cost of imported
energy, and ongoing energy-sector
liberalization, he said the time is
right for smart grid development.
Moreover, he believes there
are significant inefficiencies in
the way power is traditionally
moved around the grid—with up
to 80 percent of electricity lost

The country already has a number of
important smart-city projects in Yokohama,
Kitakyushu, and Toyota City.

Richard Jolley is
an IT and business
writer living and
working in Tokyo.

between where it is generated and
where it is consumed.
“This is a golden chance for Japan
to improve its infrastructure,” Iyer
said. “My vision is for an energy
highway that moves power efficiently
across the country.” He sees much of
this energy being renewable, tapping
into Japan’s thermal, solar, and wind
power potential.
Iyer has no doubts that the
ongoing liberalization of the
domestic power industry is being
closely watched by large enterprises
across Japan. Plus, power is a
lucrative business. “New entrants
are bound to appear if the existing
utilities don’t sharpen up their cost
structures,” he said. “I wouldn’t be
surprised if an organization like
SoftBank jumped into it.
“The evolution of smart technology
is a good opportunity for businesses
as well as consumers to help create a
sustainable way of living.” •
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Authentic Personal Style
Andaz Tokyo’s unscripted approach to five-star service

O

nce upon a time, a luxury lifestyle
hotel opened in the land of the
rising sun, in the historic “Tiger
Gate” district facing the old Edo castle.
It was a place where endless cityscapes
mixed with the fragrances and flavors of the
season, where kings and artists would share
a tipple on broad walnut tables.
Yes, the Andaz Tokyo Toranomon Hills is
a place of legend, where storytelling is an
essential part of the Hyatt hotel’s branding.
The Andaz Tokyo opened in June 2014 to
be what General Manager Arnaud de SaintExupéry saw as an addition to the existing
Tokyo hospitality market—a sophisticated
yet relaxed service experience with
“personal style.”
This concept is multifaceted, alluding
to the Andaz mission to cater to each
guest’s personal style as well as allowing
the personality of Andaz hosts—in other
realms known as staff—to shine through.
An unscripted approach is a key element
of the concept, and one that certainly
breaks the mold of the traditional
Japanese service standard.
“We encourage Andaz hosts to avoid
behaving the same,” de Saint-Exupéry
explained. Hosts are trained as concierges
to tell the stories behind the history of
Toranomon, and are encouraged to explain
Japanese cultural practices to guests.
They also have a few options for their
uniforms, which is called Andaz fashion.
“Our hosts have choices with fewer
restrictions, which gives them confidence
to express themselves.”
De Saint-Exupéry commented on how
everyone seems to really enjoy this freedom,
and it’s often difficult for them to imagine
returning to traditional service roles. “It’s
not a revolution, but an evolution. I like
to think we are going back to the core of
hospitality,” he said.
All of these personal touches reflect
another core component of the brand’s
message: arrive a visitor, depart a local.
The Andaz style emphasizes indigenous
culture blended with personal engagement,
with a focus on the four seasons. For the
winter solstice, for example, an associate

brought up the Japanese tradition
of soaking in a yuzu-infused bath to
ward off colds and bring good fortune.
De Saint-Exupéry liked the idea, and for
one week the hotel offered yuzu in all
guestrooms, along with a card explaining
the winter practice.
The first Andaz hotel debuted in London
in 2007. De Saint-Exupéry, who has been
with Hyatt for nearly 14 years, was part of
the opening team that helped define the
brand. “The Andaz concept evolved in
response to demand. Guests wanted not
just luxury, but authentic interaction.” He
recalls how that first property, converted
from another existing hotel brand, was
transformed when all barriers—such as front
desks—were removed. Associates’ behavior
changed when they were open to move
about with guests or sit down with them in
the lounge (former lobby) to point out their
favorite café on a map. The barrier-free

ANDAZ TOKYO
TORANOMON HILLS
47th~52nd floor
1-23-4, Toranomon
Minato-ku, Tokyo
Tel. +81 3 6830 1234
andaztokyo.com

concept is yet another cornerstone of the
12 global Andaz hotels today.
So far, the Tokyo clientele has been evenly
split between domestic and international
guests. For the Japanese, their first reaction
is mostly surprise. “But they quickly come
to appreciate the relaxed sophistication and
keep coming back.” Guests from abroad
appreciate the Japanese design elements
and enjoy mingling with others—hosts and
guests alike.
In the coming years, he hopes to expand
the hotel’s offering geared to “the creative
class,” a key audience that perfectly fits the
Andaz branding.
“We are currently in the climbing phase,”
de Saint-Exupéry reflected. “We are not
yet at the cruising stage, but we’ll continue
living the concept and refining our
unscripted philosophy. We must continue
to balance the indigenous aspects, to be
truly Andaz, truly Tokyo, truly Japan.”

Sponsored Content | Hospitality

Tailor-Made Treatments
AO Spa’s treatments include custom blends
for each guest. Therapists connect with clients
through a welcoming ritual using freshly
muddled herbs, to create a personal “recipe”
based on individual preferences—favorite
seasons, music style and treatment goals.
Outside guests are welcome at the spa.
Overlooking the spectacular Imperial Palace
grounds and featuring extensive bath and water
experiences, AO Spa is designed with fluidity
in mind, restoring flow and optimizing personal
wellness amidst the chaos of everyday life.
Enjoy our 20-metre swimming pool,
carbonated bath, floating jet bath, and a full
range of advanced fitness training machines.
AO SPA & CLUB / 37th floor | Reservations 03-6830-7735 ( 5am-10pm )

Andaz Tavern / 51st floor | Reservations 03-6830-7739 ( 9am-9pm )

Rooftop Studio / 52nd floor

Local Flavor

Unique Event Venues

The hotel has assembled an array of restaurants
and bars to showcase Japan’s vibrancy and
deliver unforgettable dining experiences.
In a dramatic setting on the 51st floor is the
main dining venue, Andaz Tavern, with 16-foot
floor-to-ceiling windows and striking wood
sculptures to create an energetic vibe. The menu
features refined European provincial cuisine
prepared with seasonal Japanese ingredients.
Crowning the hotel is the Rooftop Bar, with a
design re-envisioned from a traditional Japanese
teahouse. The space includes an open-air terrace
overlooking Tokyo Bay. Andaz flavor can also be
enjoyed on the street level with BeBu, a café and
bar serving signature burgers, grill items, small
tapas and original cocktails. The happy hour runs
from 5 to 8pm on weekdays.

Andaz Tokyo Toranomon Hills offers 8,200
square feet of distinctive social spaces, creating
environments that encourage interaction.
Six Andaz Studios are located on the 51st
floor and are fitted for various types of events
or meetings. The Tokyo Studio and Chef’s
Studio are also used to cater for the dining
requirements of several meetings and events.
The Rooftop Studio on the 52nd floor features
a theatrical show kitchen and open-air terrace,
bringing alfresco dining and entertainment to
new heights in the city.
The top floor also features a standalone chapel, the highest in Tokyo, offering
breathtaking views perfect for weddings.
Rooftop Bar / 52nd floor
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THE NOT-SO-SUBTLE
ART OF NEGOTIATION
By Deborah Hayden

Participants tried their hand at simulated negotiations.

W

e all negotiate all of the
time, whether at home—
working out whose
turn it is to take out the
rubbish—or in the office,
for a major deal that is your careermaking initiative. But just how
often do we stop and think about
the processes we go through when
involved in negotiations, to ensure
we reach our desired outcome?
On January 15, the American
Chamber of Commerce in Japan’s
Women in Business Committee
hosted a training session on
negotiation, which was attended
by an audience of 40. Leading the
session was the founder of Alpine
International, Susan Piatek, who
brings over 20 years’ experience in
management coaching from the
Walt Disney Company and the US
government. Piatek drew on her
experience conducting negotiations
in the public and private sectors to
help attendees understand the notso-subtle art of negotiation.
Susan Piatek
is the founder
of Alpine
International.
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She began by expanding on the
stages of negotiation. What needs
to be done before the event—who
will be on your team and what are
their roles? Do you have a thorough
understanding of the subject matter?
Who is your audience, and do they
have any pre-existing attitudes? In
short: preparation is key. The better
prepared, the more likely you are to
succeed with a win-win outcome—
you get the price you want, and your
counterpart believes they have paid
a good price for quality products or
services. Although, she noted, some
people play for a win-lose outcome.
The next stage is the negotiation
itself. How should it flow? What
needs to be covered? Finally, in the
post-negotiation stage, it is vital
to ensure that everything agreed
is captured in writing. If operating
in a team, solicit feedback on how
everyone felt the negotiation went,
and plan for the next session.
Piatek then unveiled the
“negotiator personality types,” which
sent the room into peals of laughter
as participants clearly relived
some of their recent negotiations.
But, as she explained, a successful
negotiator will float between
personality types to achieve their
desired goal.
After running through the
sorts of tactics used by successful
negotiators, participants practiced
in teams of two or four, to negotiate
“our next vacation” or “asking for
a pay rise.” A tactic that proved
popular was the use of higher
authority: “That’s a great idea for

Deborah Hayden
is co-chair of the
ACCJ Women
in Business
Committee and
regional director of
Edelman Japan.

NEGOTIATOR
TYPE

a vacation, however the travel will
take time. I am not sure my boss
will let me take that much time
off.” Use of silence did not appear
to be a popular tactic, given the
noise levels in the room, however
participants assured Piatek they had
been coached well on this strategy
through their numerous meetings
in Japan.
The man next to me didn’t get his
pay raise. His counterpart explained
in the debrief that she had decided
she would not budge—after all, she
didn’t get a pay raise on her first
attempt either. Know your subject!
The couple on the other side of
me never reached the negotiation
stage. Perhaps they chose the
pre-conditioning tactic and both
adopted avoider personalities,
signifying: “I don’t want to play.”
Many of the participants noted
how informative the session
was, with more than one person
commenting, “I will apply this to
my performance review meeting.”
Happy negotiating! •

DESCRIPTION

Avoider

Dislikes conflict

Compromiser

Fair-minded; interested in maintaining
relationships

Accommodator

Resolves interpersonal conflicts by
resolving the other person’s problem

Competitor

Winning is the main objective

Problem Solver

Seeks the underlying problem;
brainstorms to solve it

ACCJ Events | Past And Plan ned

1
Tish Robinson
(second from
left), professor
of organizational
behavior at
Hitotsubashi
University, spoke
at "Manager as
Mediator: Calming
Conflict among
Coworkers," on
January 9 at the
Tokyo American
Club.

1

2
Sumo wrestler
Tenichi with some
of the line dancers
who performed
at the 2014 ACCJ
Charity Ball, held on
December 5 at the
ANA InterContinental
Tokyo.
3

2

3
One of the
participants at
“Negotiating and
Influencing: Critical
Skills for Success,”
held at the Tokyo
American Club on
January 13 (see
page 44).

4

6

5

7

5
ACCJ-Chubu
members enjoyed
a taco and nachos
buffet at the “Winter
Meet & Greet
Meximas” event
on December 5
at Shooters Bar
and Grill.
6
Treasurer-Kansai
Craig McGovern
(left) and External
Affairs Committee
member Shunichi
Hamada at the
ACCJ Kansai 2014
Awards Ceremony,
held on November
28 at the Hyatt
Regency Osaka.
7
Business Programs
Committee ChairKansai Stephen
Zurcher (left) and
former GovernorKansai Herman
Ehrlich at the
ACCJ Kansai 2014
Awards Ceremony,
held on November
28 at the Hyatt
Regency Osaka.

4
Membership
Relations Committee
Vice Chair-Chubu
Craig Bonnor
receives a certificate
of appreciation from
Vice President-Chubu
Steve Burson at his
farewell party on
December 18 at
Kinboshi restaurant.

Upcoming EVENTS
Please visit www.accj.or.jp for a complete
list of upcoming ACCJ events or check our
weekly e-newsletter, The ACCJ Insider.
February 6
Globalization Challenges for
Domestic Companies

facebook.com/The.ACCJ

youtube.com/user/AmChamJapan

twitter.com/AmChamJapan

linkedin.com/company/american-chamber-of-commerce-in-japan

February 20
Back by Popular Demand:
Now You Know Your DEFs
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SALESPEOPLE SHOULD BE PRINCIPLED
By Dr. Greg Story

I

n 1936, an unknown author, despite many frustrating
years of receiving rejections, finally managed to get
his manuscript accepted by a major publishing house.
That book became a classic in the pantheon of selfhelp texts: How to Win Friends and Influence People.
Surprisingly, many people in sales have still not read
this work. Author Dale Carnegie’s aim was to help all of
us deal better with each other, particularly in a business
context.
He did this by laying down some principles, which will
make us more successful in communicating with others,
especially those who are very different from ourselves.
Salespeople should definitely be friendly. Ancient
Chinese wisdom also notes, “A man who cannot smile
should not open a shop.” Here are four principles for
becoming friendlier with clients.

Become genuinely interested in other people
Our buyers are actually more interested in what we know
about what they want, than in what we know about our
product or service. A common mistake is becoming
wrapped up in the features of our offering and losing
focus on the buyer and what they want. It’s time to get
busy really understanding our clients.
The key word in this principle is “genuine.” Having
a correct kokorogamae, or true intention, means being
honestly focused on understanding the client, to really
serve them and build a partnership. We must be fully
focused on their success, because wrapped up inside that
outcome is our own success.
Talk in terms of the other person’s interests
Salespeople have a nasty habit of selective listening
and selective conversation, focusing on their preferred
topics. Their kokorogamae is centered on their interests,
and the buyer’s interests are secondary. Sales talk is
a misnomer—there is no sales talk. There are welldesigned questions and there are carefully crafted
explanations for solution delivery, which are tightly tied
to the buyer’s interests. Questions uncover interests, and
with laser-beam focus, those interests should be the only
topics of salespeople’s discussions.
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Welldesigned
questions
. . . keep the
discussion
on track
and allow
the client to
speak about
themselves
at length.

Sounds simple, but salespeople love to talk. They
love the sound of their own voice and they become
deaf to the client, often without even realizing it. Check
yourself during your next client conversation. Imagine
your words were recorded; would they fully address
the buyer’s interests? If not, then stop blathering and
start talking in those terms. Japanese buyers are rarely
uncomfortable with silence, so don’t feel pressured to fill
the conversation gaps with nonsense!

Be a good listener. Encourage the other party
to discuss themselves
Good listening means listening for what is not being
said. It means not pretending to be listening, while
we secretly think of our soon-to-be-unveiled brilliant
response. It means not getting sidetracked by a single
piece of key information, but taking in the whole of what
is being conveyed. It means listening with our eyes—
reading the body language and checking it against all of
the words being offered.
Talkative salespeople miss so much key client
information and then are puzzled as to why they can’t
be more successful in selling. The client doesn’t have the
sales handbook, where the questioning sequences are
nicely arranged for maximum efficiency. Instead, the
client conversation wanders all over the place, lurching
from one topic to another, without compunction.
Actually, the above describes my own tendencies as a
buyer. I have so many interests and will happily digress
from the digressions of the digressions! Well-designed
questions from the salesperson keep the discussion on
track and allow the client to speak about themselves at
length. From the buyer’s comments we learn so much

Leadership | Sales

We have to help them overcome their fears and
persuade them to take action. In Japan there is a
penalty for action if something fails, and less of a
penalty associated with inaction, so the bias here is
to do nothing. Having a need and taking immediate
action are not connected in the client’s mind, until
we connect them. We have to fully explain the
opportunity cost of not making a decision, taking
action, or responding to our proposal.
We achieve all of this by using well thought-out
questions, which lead the buyer to draw the same
conclusion that we have come to—that our offering
is what they need and that they need it right now.
This Socratic method of asking questions works
because it helps clarify the buyer’s own thinking. Most
salespeople don’t ask enough questions, because they
are too busy talking about features. We can arouse an
eager want if we frame the questions well.

about their values, absolute must-haves, desirables,
primary interests, and dominant buying motives.
Japanese buyers usually need a higher level of trust
to be developed, before they consider opening up and
talking about themselves. It is exceedingly rare to wrap
up an agreement in Japan with just one meeting. So
salespeople, play the long game here and don’t rush. In
Japan, we are limbering up for a marathon, not a sprint.

Arouse an eager want in the other person
This principle is not manipulation by a huckster or
carnival barker. This is how one becomes a great
communicator, someone who can arouse passion and
enthusiasm in others. Sales is the transfer of enthusiasm,
based on the salesperson’s belief in the “righteousness” of
doing good, through supplying ethical offerings that really
help the buyer and their business.
One of the biggest barriers to success in sales is client
inertia. Clients keep doing what they have always done, in
the same way, and get the same results. Our job is to shake
up that equation and help them get a better result, through
doing something new: buying our product or service.

Dr. Greg Story is
president of Dale
Carnegie Training
Japan.

These principles are universal and timeless, and
by adopting them we can become more effective in
dealing with buyers. •

BOOK
NOW!

Friday
6 March 2015
7pm-midnight

&
Wheels Deals
A fabulous charity evening at The Ritz-Carlton, Tokyo to raise funds
for RIJ, helping to support refugees worldwide to rebuild their lives.
Book a table of 10 @ ¥200,000, or pay ¥23,000 per person to include seated buffet, drinks, live charity auction,
casino tables and Formula 1 simulator cars. Go to www.refugeesinternationaljapan.org to book tickets today.

THE ACCJ THANKS ITS
CORPORATE SUSTAINING
MEMBER COMPANIES
Their extensive participation provides a cornerstone in the
chamber’s efforts to promote a better business climate in Japan.

Aflac

Federal Express Corporation

Morrison & Foerster, Ito & Mitomi

AIG Companies in Japan

Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer
Tokyo

MSD K.K.

AINEO Networks
GE Japan Corporation

Nanzan Gakuen
(Nanzan School Corporation)

Amazon Japan K.K.
GILT GROUPE K.K.
Amway Japan G.K.

Northrop Grumman
Aerospace Systems

Goldman Sachs Japan Co., Ltd.
Nu Skin Japan Co., Ltd.

Baxter Limited
H&R Consultants K.K.

Oak Lawn Marketing, Inc.

Bayer Yakuhin, Ltd.
Becton Dickinson Japan

Heidrick & Struggles Japan
Godo Kaisha

Procter & Gamble Japan K.K.

Bingham, Sakai, Mimura, Aizawa

Hilton Worldwide

Prudential Financial, Inc.

Bloomberg L.P.

IBM Japan, Ltd.

PwC Japan

Boeing Japan K.K.

IMS Japan

Randstad K.K.

Caterpillar

Johnson & Johnson
Family of Companies

RE/MAX Japan
Robert Walters Japan K.K.

Chevron International Gas Inc.
Japan Branch

KPMG

Citigroup

Kreab Gavin Anderson K.K.

Coca-Cola (Japan) Co., Ltd.

Lenovo Japan

Colliers International

McKinsey & Company, Inc. Japan

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu LLC

Merrill Lynch Japan Securities
Co., Ltd.

Thomson Reuters Markets K.K.

MetLife

Toll Express Japan Co., Ltd.

Microsoft Japan Co., Ltd.

Toys”R”Us, Japan

Mondelēz Japan Ltd.

The Walt Disney Company
(Japan) Ltd.

Saatchi & Saatchi Fallon Tokyo
Squire Patton Boggs
State Street
Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Ltd.

Delta Air Lines, Inc.
Deutsche Bank Group
Dow Chemical Japan Ltd.
Eli Lilly Japan K.K.
Monex Group, Inc.
White & Case LLP

en world Japan
EY Japan

Morgan Stanley Japan Holdings
Co., Ltd.

Zimmer K.K.
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LEADERSHIP AND
LOSS OF EGO
By Brandi Goode
Photos by L. MacKinnon

S

tepping into the office of
ACCJ Executive Director
Laura Younger, the attention
to detail is unmistakable;
the zen room design is
warm and welcoming, with healthy
greenery decorating the space. In
fact, Younger has been drawn to the
Japanese aesthetic from an early age.
She still recalls her parents’ reaction
when she tried to create a tatami
room in her 150-year-old house by
gluing beach mats to the floor.
Her connection with this country
is rooted in the arts, though the
lessons she has learned in her pursuit
of shodo (calligraphy) and sumi-e
(black ink painting) have, over time,
provided valuable career insights.
“Shodo training changed my
life,” Younger said. “In the West, we
look to the end result or product;
in Japan, the process is everything.
Most important is the white canvas
you face before executing the work.”
She goes on to explain how shodo
teaches personal insight, focus,
and a renouncement of ego, all of
which contribute to understanding
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Japanese business culture and
team harmony. Younger learned
first-hand about local business
practices while working for a
Japanese company, an experience
she recommends for all newcomers
to learn nemawashi (consensus
building), patience, and respect.
A desire to more deeply study
sumi-e brought her to this country
18 years ago. She still trains under
her first sensei Ilan Yanizky, who is
one of the many people who have
had a huge impact on her life. Many
of those she calls mentors are longterm ACCJ members, some from her
initial days with the organization 10
years ago. “I cannot stress how much
I value the people I have met here at
the ACCJ and how much they have
all added to my life.” Younger also
values her role as a mentor to others,
and has a strong desire to give back,
displaying genuine interest in her
mentees’ success.
“Everyone has a strength, which
leaders have an obligation to find
and elicit,” she said. Her leadership
philosophy centers on inspiring
others to stretch their comfort zones
through continuous development.
“I want people to make an impact,
and to help them set and achieve
their professional goals. If everyone
is doing this, the organization will
grow as well.”
Younger speaks with conviction
about her vision for the ACCJ, of
which a core component is growth
through innovation. She sees a need
for the organization to evolve in line
with the rapidly changing external

I cannot stress how much I value the people
I have met here at the ACCJ and how much
they have all added to my life.

environment, which could entail
trying new programs and benefits.
“The key is adaptability,” she said.
In addition, she recognizes the
ACCJ’s increasingly important role in
and beyond the business community
in Japan, particularly the chamber’s
influence in the Asia–Pacific Council
of American Chambers of Commerce.
Her energy and enthusiasm extend
beyond her role at the chamber.
Younger has been involved with
the Association for Women in
Finance (AWF) for nearly a decade,
having served on the board and as
the group’s president for five years.
She is proud of her achievements
in bringing like-minded people
together to enact positive change,
and encouraging the development of
leadership skills in every member.
“Leaders come in all shapes and
sizes, and I emphasize how everyone
should be looking for ways to lead.
Every speaker we invited to the AWF
had to incorporate something about
their leadership journey in their
talk, as I think we are all looking
for greater things outside our work
environments,” she said.
Younger is also a graduate of the
McGill MBA program and serves
on the school’s advisory board. Her
passion for diversity led her to create
an alumni group for women, which
has proven a valuable forum.
The ACCJ’s new leader has
boundless ideas, and it will be
exciting to see how she approaches
the white canvas spread before her
in Tokyo’s most influential foreign
business organization. •
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